The smoothing technique of Savitzky and Golay is extended to data defined on multidimensional meshes. A smoothness-increasing accuracy-conserving (SIAC) filter is defined that is suitable for use with finite-element computation.
1. Introduction. The approach of Savitzky and Golay [15, 16] to data smoothing involves fitting data via least squares to a polynomial in a window of fixed size. It is applied to data values y i corresponding to time (or other variable) points x i that are spaced uniformly, that is, x i = ih for some h > 0. Using the method of least squares, a polynomial P of degree k is chosen so that the expression
is minimized over all polynomials of degree k. This polynomial can be used in various ways: providing an approximation to the data at some point in the window x 1 , . . . , x r , or a derivative at such a point, or a second derivative, and so forth. A major result of [15] was the identification of the least squares processes and subsequent evaluation of approximations as being equivalent to a convolution with a discrete kernel of finite extent in each case. Tables of many such kernels are provided in [15] . The least-squares approach was compared with interpolation in [19] . See also [20] .
The SIAC (smoothness-increasing accuracy-conserving) filters [7, 10] were developed 1. to smooth discontinuities in functions or their derivatives and 2. to extract extra accuracy associated with error oscillation in certain settings. These are typically implemented using convolution with a localized kernel. When meshes are irregular [10] , this can pose certain difficulties. Moreover, in many problems, the error oscillation is limited (or nonexistent) due to a lack of regularity in the problem. In such problems, high accuracy can be obtained only via adaptive mesh refinement [17] .
The SIAC filters derive from the work of Bramble and Schatz [1] and Thomée [18] who realized that higherorder local accuracy could be extracted by averaging finite element approximations. This was further developed in the context of finite element approximations of hyperbolic equations [4] . It was also realized that this approach could be extended to compute accurate approximations to derivatives even when the original finite elements are discontinuous [14] .
Here we utilize the original idea of Savitzky and Golay [15] to smooth or differentiate data defined via a finite element representation on a multidimensional mesh M h , where h measures in some way the size of the mesh elements. This achieves goal 1. of SIAC filters, without any assumption of error oscillation. This is illustrated in Figure 1 where we apply our approach to smooth the derivative of a standard finite-element approximation.
Our filter does not appear to achieve goal 2., but it does apply with highly refined meshes. It is "accuracy conserving" in a certain sense, so the term SIAC still is applicable, but it is not "accuracy improving" in the sense of [1, 18, 4] . It may be that a different acronym is more appropriate for the technique introduced here, such as SISG, for smoothness increasing Savitzky-Golay. for a scalar or vector-valued function u. Let ∇ m denote the tensor of m-th order partial derivatives. Then
where |T | denotes the Euclidean norm of a tensor T of arity α, thought of as a vector of dimension n α . Define H s (Ω) to be the set of functions whose derivatives of order up to s are square integrable, that is, such that u s < ∞. Note that u 0 = u L 2 (Ω) . More generally, we write
for a tensor-valued function T . Note that for a tensor T of arity α, ∇ m T is a tensor of arity α + m. These norms can be extended to allow non-integer values of s [2].
Approximation on meshes.
Suppose that Ω ⊂ R n is subdivided in some way by a mesh M h (e.g., a triangulation, quadrilaterals, prisms, etc.). Suppose further that W h is a finite element space defined on M h and that u h ∈ W h is some approximation to a function u ∈ H s (Ω). In many cases [2] , an error estimate holds of the form
where v s denotes the norm in H s (Ω). When s is negative, the norm in H s is defined by duality [2] . The approximation u h could be defined by many techniques, including Galerkin approximations to solutions of partial differential equations [10] . The SIAC objective is to create an operator Π h that maps u h into a smoother space V h in a way that maintains this accuracy:
where the limiting value t 0 may change. Moreover, provided that V h ⊂ H τ (Ω) for τ > 0, we will also be able to show that
This means that Π h u h can provide optimal-order approximations of derivatives of u, even though the space W h from which u h comes may harbor discontinuous functions. We will define Π h as the L 2 (Ω) projection of W h onto V h . In this way, our proposed SIAC is very similar to the unified Stokes algorithm (USA) proposed in [12] .
2. Savitzky-Golay as a projection. Given uniformly spaced points x i and a fixed window size r, define inner-products
defined on sequences of real numbers f and g of length r. We can extend this to be an inner-product on the space of polynomials of degree k via
To be an inner-product on polynomials of degree k, we must have r > k, for otherwise a nonzero polynomial of degree k could vanish at all of the grid points. The method of least squares can be cast as a minimization problem involving these inner-products since
More precisely, the inner-products are defined on R r , and we think of the space of polynomials of degree k as a k + 1 dimensional subspace via the identification f i = P (x i ) for all i. Minimizing (2.1) is equivalent to projecting y onto polynomials of degree k as a subspace of R r .
3. Least-squares projections for finite elements. We can define the projection Π h from L 2 (Ω) to V h by
This finite dimensional system of equations is easily defined and solved in automated systems [13, 17] . Although this requires solution of a global system, it allows the use of general meshes, including highly graded meshes.
It is convenient to restrict to ones that are nondegenerate, by which we mean that each element e of the mesh (simplex, cube, prism, etc.) has the following properties.
Mesh assumptions.
Definition 3.1. Let D be a finite, positive integer. Let M h be a family of meshes consisting of elements e ∈ M h . For each e ∈ M h , let ρ e be the diameter of the largest sphere contained in e, and let h e be the diameter of the smallest sphere containing e. We say that the family of meshes M h is nondegenerate if there is a constant γ such that, for all h and e,
and such that e is a union of at most D domains that are star-shaped [5] with respect to a ball of radius h e /γ.
In most cases [2] , D = 1, that is, the elements are star-shaped with respect to a ball. This holds, for example, if the elements are all convex. Thus the usual definition [2] is based just on (3.2). But we have allowed D > 1 for generality.
Note that the parameter h is not a single mesh size but rather a function defined on the mesh that prescribes the local mesh size. If the quantifiers guarding (3.2) are rearranged, so that
then we call the mesh quasi-uniform [2] , and we can define a single mesh size h = max e h e .
Approximation theory.
For a nondegenerate family of meshes M h , there is a constant C depending only on γ and D, such that, for all e and h, there is a polynomial P e of degree k with the property
This is a consequence of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma [5] . It in particular demonstrates adaptive approximation using discontinuous Galerkin methods. An estimate similar to (3.4) involving an approximation operator I h , called an interpolant, is well known for essentially all finite-element methods. Thus we make the following hypothesis:
Note that we have apportioned the quantity h k+1−m e in (3.4) partly on the left and partly on the right in (3.5) . This balancing act is arbitrary and could be done in a different way. But the thinking in (3.5) is that we have chosen the mesh so that the terms on the right-hand side of the inequality in (3.5) are balanced in some way. That is, we make the mesh size small where the derivatives of u are large.
For discontinuous Galerkin methods, we take I h u| e = P e on each element e ∈ M h , where P e comes from (3.4). On a quasi-uniform [2] mesh of size h, (3.5) simplifies to
The following can be found in [2] and other sources.
Lemma 3.2. Let V h consist of piecewise polynomials that include complete polynomials of degree k on each element of a nondegenerate subdivision of Ω, such as
• (t = 2) Argyris (k ≥ 5 in two dimensions), as well as many others. Then the hypothesis (3.5) holds with t and k as specified. 
for any nondegenerate family of meshes. The constant C depends only on γ and D in Definition 3.1.
Proof. First of all, consider the case t = 0. In this case, the result to be proved is
Since the L 2 projection provides optimal approximation in L 2 , we find
Then the hypothesis (3.5) implies (3.7), which completes the proof in the case t = 0. Using the triangle inequality and standard inverse estimates [2] for nondegenerate meshes, we have
(3.8)
Squaring and summing this over e, and using the hypothesis (3.5) yields
with a possibly larger constant C. Using (3.7) and summing over m completes the proof. QED 3.4. New ambition. Based on Theorem 3.3, we now replace our assumption (1.1) with something appropriately ambitious. Thus we assume that u h ∈ W h satisfies
The following theorem justifies the term SIAC for Π h . 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. We write
The required estimate for u − I h u is hypothesis (3.5) . Using inverse estimates [2] for nondegenerate meshes, we find for appropriate constants C and C . Since Π h is the L 2 (Ω) projection,
Thus applying (3.9) completes the proof. QED
4.
Applications. There are situations in which a finite-element approximation, or its derivative, is naturally discontinuous. The SIAC-like operator proposed here is then essential if we want to visualize the corresponding approximations accurately. We consider three examples in which the choice of the approximation space W h is dictated by the structure of the problem. Switching to a smoother space may give suboptimal results, so we are forced to deal with visualization of discontinuous objects.
Derivatives of standard Galerkin approximations.
Many standard finite element approximations [2, 17] use continuous (but not C 1 ) finite elements. It is only recently [9] that C 1 elements have become available in automated finite-element systems. Thus visualization of derivatives of finite-element approximations requires dealing with discontinuous piecewise polynomials.
We take as an example the equation
which has the exact solution u(x, y) = − cos(4πx) sin(4πy). This was approximated on an 8 × 8 regular mesh of squares divided into two right triangles, using continuous piecewise polynomials of degree 3, the resulting approximation being denoted by u h . Depicted in Figure 1 is the (discontinuous) derivative ∂ x u h , together with the smoothed version Π h (∂ x u h ). 
4.2.
Visualizing the pressure in Stokes. Most finite-element methods for solving the Stokes, Navier-Stokes, or non-Newtonian flow equations [17, 6] involve a discontinuous approximation of the pressure. The unified Stokes algorithm (USA) proposed in [12] uses the projection method described here to smooth the pressure. In Figure 2 , we present the example from [12] . In this case, Π h p h is exactly the USA pressure. 4.3. DG for mixed methods. One approach to approximating flow in porous media with discontinuous physical properties is to use mixed methods [17] and discontinuous finite elements. This approach is called discontinuous Galerkin (DG). Thus visualization of the primary velocity variable is a challenge due to its discontinuity. DG methods are also widely applied to hyperbolic PDEs [4] . In Figure 3 , we depict the solution of the problem in [17, (18.19) ] using BDM elements of order 1.
4.4.
Highly refined meshes. Highly refined meshes are used to resolve solution singularities in many contexts. For example, they can be required to resolve singularities in data [17, Section 6.2] . Even when data is smooth, singularities can arise due to domain geometry or changes in boundary condition types [17, Section 6.1]. Such singularities are common, and physical quantities are often associated with derivatives of solutions to such problems. For example, the function g defined in polar coordinates by g(r, θ) = r 1/2 sin( 1 2 θ) arises naturally in this context. Consider the boundary value problem to find a function u satisfying the partial differential equation with u = g − 1 2 y 2 on the remainder of ∂Ω. Note that g is a smooth function on this part of the boundary. Then the exact solution is u = g − 1 2 y 2 . This problem has a singularity at (0, 0); the derivative u x is infinite there. The solution u of this problem is shown in [17, Figure 16 .1], computed using automatic, goal-oriented refinement and piecewise-linear approximation. Here we focus instead on u x . In this case, the derivative of the piecewise linear approximation is a piecewise constant, and so the SISG approach seems warranted. Thus we project u x onto continuous piecewise linear functions on the same mesh, and the result is depicted in Figure 4 . This approach is actually the default approach taken in DOLFIN [11] . We see that SISG is quite effective in representing a very singular, discontinuous computation in a comprehensible way. To make this result more quantitative, we compare with the exact solution derivative u x . Note that we can write g(x, y) = (x 2 + y 2 ) 1/4 sin 1 2 atan(y/x) , so that g x (x, y) = 1 2 (x 2 + y 2 ) −3/4 x sin( 1 2 atan(y/x)) − y cos( 1 2 atan(y/x)) . To avoid the singularity at the origin in the computations, we introduce > 0 and replace g x by g x (x, y) = 1 2 ( + x 2 + y 2 ) −3/4 x sin( 1 2 atan(y/x)) − y cos( 1 2 atan(y/x)) . This introduces a small error that we minimize with respect to . More precisely, we compute
The computational results are given in Table 1 . The goal of the adaptivity was to minimize
and the data in Table 1 indicates that this was successful. The initial mesh consisted of eight 45 • right-triangles, with 9 vertices, in all of the computations. For tolerances greater than 0.03, no adaptation occurs. The H 1 (Ω) error
is closely related to (4.2), and the quantity (4.3) is presented in the 4-th column in Table 1 . These values were computed via the DOLFIN function errornorm without any regularization of the exact solution u(x, y) = g(x, y) − 1 2 y 2 . This quantity is a non-SISG error, in that the gradients are treated as discontinuous piecewisedefined functions. By contrast the SISG error (4.1) corresponds to part of the norm in (4.3) (the x-derivative), but this error is a measure of the accuracy of the SISG projection.
Both (4.2) and (4.1) decay approximately like CN −1/2 , where N is the number of vertices in the mesh (including boundary vertices) after adaptation. For a smooth u and a regular mesh of size h, we would expect the quantities (4.2) and (4.1) to be O (h), and N = O h −2 in this case. So the observed convergence CN −1/2 in Table 1 is best possible. Note that the tolerance value is associated with the square of the quantity (4.2). N tolerance SISG error (4.1) H1 error 9 0.03 1.64e-01 4.21e-01 1.00e-03 29 0.01 9.68e-02 2.36e-01 1.00e-03 146 0.002 3.53e-02 9.69e-02 1.00e-05 482 0.001 1.70e-02 5.42e-02 1.00e-06 4477 0.0001 4.11e-03 1.64e-02 1.00e-08 41481 0.00001 1.06e-03 5.22e-03 1.00e-11 427169 0.000001 2.51e-04 1.65e-03 1.00e-13 Table 1 Errors (4.1) for the SISG technique. The initial mesh size was 2 for all of the computations. N denotes the number of vertices in the mesh (including boundary vertices) after adaptation, the second column indicates the tolerance used for adaptivity, the third column denotes the error quantity defined in (4.1), "H1 error" denotes u − u h H 1 (Ω) , and the last column gives the value of used in (4.1). Figure 4 , the images presented here were produced using Firedrake [13] and Diderot [3, 8] . Figure 4 was done with DOLFIN [11] .
Methods. Except for
6. Conclusions. The smoothing technique of Savitsky and Golay can be extended to finite element methods in a useful way. This allows accurate presentation of derivatives of piecewise-defined functions, even for highly refined meshes. It also allows discontinuous approximations, such as Discontinuous Galerkin, to be visualized in an effective way.
